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LHC Physics II 
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Today & Monday 

• The LHC accelerator  

• Challenges 

• The experiments (mainly CMS and ATLAS) 

• Important variables 

• Preparations 

• Soft physics 

• EWK physics 

• LHCb 

• A few more recent results 
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Cross sections 
for different 

processes 
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First (and ever-present) physics at 
the LHC 
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Soft QCD 
”Soft” refers to low pT transfer, dominant in pp collisions. Often 
this is used as umbrella-name for everything not hard scattering: 
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Multiple parton interactions 
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Pile-up 
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Due to the high number of 
protons/bunch  high 
probability of multiple 
interactions 
Majority of these 
uninteresting – but difficult to 
disentangle from the ”most” 
interesting hard scatter  
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Z   with 20 vertices 
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Underlying event 
The hard scattering is not the 
only process, the proton is a 
composite object 
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Includes multi-parton 
interactions and beam 
remnants 
 
 ”Pollutes” the hard 

scattering process and 
influence precision 
measurement 

 Normally much softer – 
but large fluctuations 

 Non-perturbative QCD so 
need to model this with 
empirical models tuned to 
data 
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Studying the underlying event 
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Minimum bias 
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Testing the soft QCD predictions 
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High pT / EWK physics 
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Jet quality 



Standard Model measurements 
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Close-in on the top quark 
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Mtop = 173.34 ± 0.36 ± 0.67 GeV 
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Higgs measurements 
PDG 
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Identification of jets and leptons 
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Jet algorithms 

How to define a ”jet”? A few 
different approaches: 

Cone algorimth: include all particles 
inside a cone of given radius 

experimentally easiest , 
theoretically unsafe 
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kT / anti-kT algorithm 

• How likely that two partons arise from QCD  

• splitting? From all final state particles calculate: 

 

 

 

• Find minimum. If dij , combine i and j into a jet, then loop over 
all particles again. If diB, call it a jet, and remove particle i from 
list 

 

p=+1: kT algorimth. p =-1: anti-kT algorithm (favoring 
recombination of high-pt particles) 
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Comparison 

Anti-kt mostly used 
at the LHC 
 
Gives more regular 
jets (almost like 
cones!) because 
soft particles  
clustered only at 
the end 
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Leptons and efficiencies 
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More on LHCb 
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Focus on B-physics, 
physics involving B 
hadrons 
Secondary vertex detector 
to identify potential B 
decays + particle ID 
 
Physics programme 
mainly devoted to 
searches for rare decays + 
precision measurements 
to check loop effects and 
CP violation 
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Despite being the ”little brother”, a lot of interesting 
results (interesting = tension with SM) have come from just 
LHCb 
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You’ll remember the pentaquarks… 
 
Results from the main area of expertise 
CP violation, for instance:  



More on LHCb results 

• Rare decays:  

– Only allowed through loops in 
the SM 

 

 

 

 

 

• Heavy ion physics 
Dalitz plot 



Latest  on the Standard Model:  a few 
13 TeV results 
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The Higgs @ 13 TeV ?  
ATLAS doesn’t really see it yet … but still consistent with the old   
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Comparing to 8 TeV plots 

4 leptons 

 



CMS: Higgs @  13 TeV ? 

We don’t  know yet, result still ”blinded” 
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They do expect less 3 , 
though  (magnet trouble,  
less data than ATLAS) so we 
may not know the fate of 
the Higgs boson until later 
this year 
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ATLAS results 



CMS 
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Sees a structure in the same 
place! 

Taking into account the Look-
elsewhere-effect this is only ~ 
1.2  so could be coincidence 

Narrow width 
approximation 

Wide width  



Summary 
• The LHC is a fantastic multi-purpose machine 

• It was not trivial to design and commission – problems from 
previous accelerators do not necessarily scale 

• Detectors have chosen fairly different techniques but 
sensitivity remains similar 

– Thousands of papers with results out 

– Apologies to ALICE – you will hear more later 

• The Standard Model , including the Higgs, is now well 
established 

– A few tensions and bumps but nothing really against the SM yet 

– This talk didn’t really cover the Beyond Standard Model but we will get 
to that later 
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